Training Centers

Prepare students for certification with MeasureUp assessments
MeasureUp offers instructor-friendly solutions designed to help prepare students for their certification exams.
The complete line of technical practice tests and job-role assessments are available individually or bundled
together with the corresponding courseware — a great way to keep the curriculum current and reduce costs.

Practice tests
Feature-rich MeasureUp practice tests can be delivered in the classroom, online or offline. This provides maximum
convenience for your students while measuring their preparedness for certification exams and identifying areas in
need of improvement. Instructors can:
• Place students in classes and plan training
according to skill level

• Track learning and show progress through
pre- and post-assessments

• Provide study tools

• Access comprehensive explanations and more

• Provide complete coverage of exam objectives

• Access in-depth reporting features

Partners
MeasureUp is endorsed by more IT certification programs than any other provider. Certification programs include:
• Cisco
• CompTIA
• Microsoft

• Security Certified Program (SCP)
• VMware

MeasureUp has exciting new features:
Take a look at some of the features in MeasureUp’s new platform:
Mobile integration: A
 ccess MeasureUp practice tests from
devices using Android, iOS or
Windows Phone.

“MeasureUp is an excellent fit for our program
— study mode teaches students to manage
their time and answer questions in a variety
of formats. We customize the practice tests
to ensure our students are taking questions on
the objective domain they are studying at the
moment.”

Cross-browser:	MeasureUp is compatible with Chrome,
Internet Explorer 10+, Firefox
and Safari.
New offline mode: D
 ownloading tests for offline use is
simple and user-friendly.
Don’t worry; all scores will be synced.

Michael Lafferty
Vision Workforce Skills, UK

Improved design: B
 etter, more user-friendly interface that
will help keep students productive.

Don’t take our word for it...
“Many of my students have one shot to pass an exam, therefore I only trust MeasureUp to let me know when my
students are ready to test. MeasureUp provides excellent administrative tools that allow me to identify my client’s
strengths and weaknesses and track progress and effort before issuing exam vouchers. In six years, I have certified
over 95% of all students who have met our standard for MeasureUp activity. Because results matter, I only trust
MeasureUp.”
Robert M.
New Horizons, Jacksonville, Florida, USA

“Since my classes have been practicing with the materials produced by your company, there has been an increase
in the number of students passing the Microsoft Office Specialist certification examination. Approximately 90%
of the students taking the exam are passing. Again, I thank you and look forward to working with MeasureUp in
the future.”
Patricia Belle
MOS Instructor

MeasureUp practice tests are available for:
• Cisco
• CompTIA
• HP

• Microsoft
• Oracle
• Project Management Institute (PMI)

• Security Certified Program (SCP)
• VMware

Ready to get started?
For more information about MeasureUp or other training and certification products we offer, please contact:
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